1.

Will there be a dedicated turn arrow for traffic to turn left at 6th and East?
a) Yes, temporary traffic signals with a dedicated turn arrow will be
provided at 6th and East Street.

2. Will there be a dedicated turn arrow on Fifth Street and East?
a) Fifth and East Street work is expected to begin in 2022. This area of
work will require half width reconstruction and one way NB traffic
only with associated detours. Due to half width and one way traffic
flow, traffic signals will be disabled, and a Stop Sign / road closed
scenario will be utilized depending on which half of the road is being
reconstructed. This will be reviewed in more detail during the 2022
public information meeting.

We are updating the existing signal at this intersection. After the
reconstruction is complete the intersection will be back to the
configuration it is now.
3. Will there be a dedicated turn arrow on Columbia Blvd. turning on to East, as there is now?
a) Yes, traffic will have an arrow to turn right on East Street.
4. Will the trees recently cut down all along East Street be replaced? Can you say a little more
about the trees? What type? Will there be as many?
a) Yes, 21 trees were removed, and 21 trees will be replaced in 2022. There
are 5 Red Maples, 5 Yellowwoods and 11 Hedge Maples specified for
planting.
5. Any thought about signaling, even temp, at the intersection of the fire station?
a) There are no signals designated for this location. Traffic is required to
yield to emergency vehicles.
6. Will there be alternate access to the state boat launch?
a) The boat launch access will continue to utilize Airport Road during
construction.
7. The alley at Whitman Avenue in front of Napoli Pizza has a fire hydrant on the right and a
telephone pole on the left which makes turning into the alley very difficult when turning in
from East Street driving North. If East Street becomes a one way travel with turning from the
northbound lane, damage to the fire hydrant seems imminent. The Whitman Avenue
question arose from the extremely high amount of delivery traffic associated with Napoli
Pizza that travels up the alley to the parking lot in the rear. The alley is referenced as E.
Anthony Avenue.
a) The turning movements in this area will be reviewed in more
detail. The work in this area is scheduled to occur in 2022.
8. When will the trees on poplar street be taken down?
a) Trees on Poplar Street are not part of this project.
9. Will there now be sidewalks down by the airport? Which side of the road will sidewalks be on
down by the airport?
a) Sidewalks will be constructed on the NW side of the road near the
airport.

10. What can you do to provide access during the project?
a) The contractor will provide pedestrian ingress and egress to all local
businesses and residences at all times. The contractor will also provide
access as needed to driveways.
11. I live along the phase 4, when do you think the work will be done in that area? August and
September?
a) Phase 4 is the last phase of reconstruction in 2021. Phase 4 is anticipated
to start in August 2021. This phase is anticipated to take 6 – 8 weeks to
complete.
12. Do you know when work will start overall?
a) The anticipated start date for the reconstruction work and detours is
April 2021.
13. Is this a continuation of work that started on East last fall? If so, can you remind me of the
work that has been done so far? There were definitely a lot of detours there ... especially at
night.
a) The work completed in the Fall of 2020 included waterline and gas line
re-locations as well as tree trimming and tree removal.
14. Would it be fair to call that work (work completed last fall) prep work for this project?
a) Yes, that is correct. The prior utility work was completed in order to be
able to reconstruct the roadway.

15. Why are you starting with Phase 5? Something to do with the railroad?
a) Phase 5 has work in the intersection at East 6th Street. This phase
of the project is scheduled first so the work in this area is
completed outside of events occurring in the Town of Bloomsburg
later in the year.

